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Abstract

The four fundamental interactions in nature are strong, electromagnetic, weak and gravity. All
of them are gauge field theories with different gauge groups. Quantizing gauge theories requires
extra care as there are unphysical degrees of freedom that need to be modded out. The cleanest
way by far to perform quantization of gauge theories is via a homological method called BRST.
In this report we will explore the origins of gauge symmetries, their geometric and algebraic
structure and demonstrate the power of BRST to facilitate quantization. We will also discuss
another formal quantization scheme called deformation quantization which deforms the Poisson
algebra of functions on a symplectic manifold to a non-commutative star algebra.
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1 Introduction: the problem of quantization of non-abelian
gauge theories

The genesis of BRST was in the problem of trying to quantize non-abelian gauge theories. Gauge
theories are constrained systems, and so if one naively tries to quantize them using the canonical
Hamiltonian/Lagrangian, one runs into inconsistencies like non-zero probability amplitude for states
with unphysical polarization, leading to violation of unitarity of the S-matrix. The problem can
be equivalently phrased in terms of need for appropriate (gauge invariant) path integral measure.
It posed great challenge in the quantization of non-abelian gauge theories viz. Yang Mills theories
in the 1960s. The Standard Model itself describes gauge theories with both abelian (U(1)) and non-
abelian (SU(2), SU(3)) gauge symmetries. This makes path-integral quantization of non-abelian gauge
systems extremely relevant for understanding the fundamental physics underlying the universe we live
in. Faddev and Popov [FP67] came up with a prescription to fix this problem once and for all in
1967. In the beginning what looked like a mere trick of introducing anticommuting “ghosts” to fix the
path-integral measure, turned out to be encoding a completely new global fermionic symmetry called
BRST.

Let us go through the steps that Faddeev and Popov took to derive the correct gauge-fixed action.
We will be schematic with the equations to highlight the key structural aspects of the Faddeev-Popov
procedure. For details, one can refer to really good resources like [PS95, Wei96].

• We start with the path integral for a pure gauge field

Zfull[A] =

!
[DA]eiS0[A] =

!
[D "A][Dg]eiS0[A] (1)

where we have split the measure along base and vertical of the principal G-bundle of field
configurations.

• The path-integration above includes field configurations along gauge orbits as well. This has to
be modded out. To that end, we first compute the volume of the gauge orbit corresponding to
gauge transformations that preserve some gauge condition F(A) = 0. Let A∗ be a solution of
the guage condition F(A). We have

VolF (A
∗) =

!
[Dg] δ(F(gA∗))

=

!
[DF(gA)]

det
#

δF(gA∗)
δg

$δ(F(gA∗))

=
1

det
#

δF(gA∗)
δg

$ =: ∆−1
F (A∗) (2)

where δ(F(gA∗)) selects all gauge transformations that preserves the gauge fixing condition and
gA = g−1Ag + gdg−1 is the action of g on A.

∆F (A) is called the Faddeev-Popov determinant and it captures the inverse volume of the
gauge orbit preserving a gauge condition F in the field configuration space. Note that ∆F (A)
is invariant under action of g

∆F (A) = ∆F (
gA)

since the integration measure is invariant under action of g.
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• We are now ready to define the Faddeev-Popov gauge-fixed path-integral. It is just the full path
integral in (1) divided by the volume of gauge orbit

Zgf [A] =
Zfull[A]%

[Dg]
=

1%
[Dg]

!
[DA][Dg′] ∆F (A) δ(F(g

′
A))eiS0[A] (3)

=
1%
[Dg]

!
[DA][Dg′] ∆F (

g′
A) δ(F(g

′
A))eiS0[

g′A] (4)

=
❳❳❳❳
%
[Dg′]

❍❍❍
%
[Dg]

!
[DA] ∆F (A) δ(F(A))eiS0[A] (5)

=

!
[DA] ∆F (A)& '( )

Faddeev-Popov term

δ(F(A))& '( )
gauge-fixing term

eiS0[A] (6)

=

!
[DA][Dc][Dc̄][Db]ei(S0[A]+SFP [c,c̄]+Sgf [b]) (7)

where

SFP [c, c̄] =

!
d4x ic̄

*
δF(gA)

δg

+
c =

!
d4x ic̄ δcF(A), Sgf [b] =

!
d4x bF(A) (8)

and δF(gA)
δg is the Faddeev-Popov operator and δcF(A) stands for the variation of the gauge

condition F(A) = 0 under a gauge transformation with parameter the ghost field c.

Some explanations in the derivation above are in order. In (3), we have expanded unity inside
the path integral using (2). In (4), we have used gauge invariance of ∆F (A) and S0[A] to replace
A with g′

A. In (5), we have used gauge invariance of the measure [DA] to shift all g′
A back to A.

Finally, in (7) we re-express the Faddeev-Popov determinant ∆F (A) and the gauge condition
δ(F(A)) as path integrals over anticommuting fields c, c̄ and a bosonic field b with actions SFP

and Sgf respectively.

Thus we see that the gauge-fixed path integral has three additional fields c, c̄, b with the ghost
fields (c, c̄) helping to mod out the gauge orbits and the auxiliary field b selecting a gauge slice
i.e. a section of the principal G-bundle of field configurations.

Let us now turn to the gauge invariance of the resulting gauge-fixed action. Even though we
have gauge-fixed, the action still retains all the gauge symmetries albeit packaged into a single global
fermionic symmetry aka BRST. Let us look at the total action

Stot[A, c, c̄, b] = S0[A] + SFP [c, c̄, A] + Sgf [b, A]

While S0 is gauge-invariant (hence BRST invariant), SFP and Sgf individually are not. However, the
sum SFP [c, c̄, A] + Sgf [b, A] turns out to be BRST exact.

SFP + Sgf = δΩΨ

where Ψ is called the gauge-fixing fermion and Ω is the BRST charge. If we are able to establish
nilpotency δ2Ω = 0, it would automatically imply BRST invariance of the total action Stot.

The task now is to prove that the sum SFP + Sgf is indeed BRST exact corresponding to some
nilpotent BRST transformation. Firstly, the nilpotent BRST transformation corresponding to a gauge
group whose Lie algebra structure constants are fa

bc looks like

δΩA
a
µ = (Dµc)

a = ∂µc
a − gfa

bcA
bcc, δΩc

a =
g

2
fa
bcc

bcc,

δΩc̄a = iba, δΩba = 0
(9)
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It is easy to check nilpotency. While δ2Ωc̄a is trivially zero, δ2Ωc
a = 0 follows from anticommuting

property of the ghost field ca’s and the Jacobi identity of structure constants. In a similar fashion,
one can show that δ2ΩA

a
µ = 0 - the terms proportional to fc∂c cancel while the terms proportional to

ffAcc die by virtue of anticommutativity of c’s and Jacobi identity of structure constants. If we now
choose gauge-fixing fermion Ψ to be

Ψ =

!
d4x ic̄aFa(A) (10)

then we produce exactly the Faddeev-Popov ghost term and the gauge-fixing term

δΩΨ =

!
d4x(−ic̄aδcFa − baFa) (11)

which is in complete agreement with (8). Thus we have shown the existence of BRST symmetry in
the gauge-fixed Faddeev-Popov action for a non-abelian gauge theory.

Now that we understand the role of BRST in quantization of non-abelian gauge theories, it is
interesting to think about how general the symmetry itself is and if it has any classical interpretation.
That’s exactly what we are about to do in the next section by first understanding constraints and
how they beget gauge symmetries.

2 Constraints and BRST

Constraints are intimately connected to gauge symmetries that are in turn described by BRST. In the
following sections we provide a concise review of the key ideas starting from constraints in classical
systems and leading upto BRST. The review is based on [dir64, HT92, FO06, Kim93, FL94].

2.1 Origin of gauge symmetries: constrained momenta

The two most prominent ways to describe dynamics of classical systems are the Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian formalisms. The equations of motions in the two formalisms are equivalent for systems
without constraints (on momentum). However, if the momenta are constrained (or equivalently a
singular Lagrangian’s Hessian admits zero modes) then the map from Lagrangian L(q, q̇, t) to Hamil-
tonian H(q, p, t) becomes many to one. The standard form of Euler-Lagrange (E-L) equations is

d

dt

∂L

∂q̇j
=

∂L

∂qj
.

For constraint analysis, it will be more useful to pass to the Hessian of L with respect to the velocities
q̇i. We use chain rule and express the time derivative on the left in terms of qi, q̇i derivatives

Hess(L)ij q̈
i = Vj ,

where

Hess(L)ij(q, q̇) :=
∂2L

∂q̇iq̇j
=

∂pj
∂q̇i

Vj(q, q̇) :=
∂L

∂qj
− q̇i

∂2L

∂qi∂q̇j
.

We can see that the existence of a unique acceleration rests on the invertibility of the Hessian. If the
Hessian has zero modes, there will be relations among the momenta or equivalently the velocities will
not be a unique function of position and momenta. In a nutshell

null space of Hess(L) ≡ constraints on momenta
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We can make the relationship more precise. Let ni(q, q̇) be a zero mode i.e. it is a null direction for
Hess(L). Then we have a pair of constraints

nj(q, q̇)
∂pj
∂q̇i

(q, q̇) = 0 =⇒ nj(q, q̇)dpj |q=const = 0 off-shell constraint

nj(q, q̇)Vj(q, q̇) = 0 on-shell constraint

This is the starting point of the Dirac-Bergmann constraint analysis [dir64, Dir50, AB51, BG55].
An integrated version of the above off-shell constraint per null mode of Hess(L) is called a primary
constraint. They are functions of q, p only and have no explicit q̇ dependence.

!
njdpj |q=const = 0 =⇒ φ(p, q) = 0

These primary constraints must be preserved in time, which lead to on-shell secondary constraints.

dnφ

dtn
= 0 =⇒ φ(n) ≡ {{φ, H}, H}, . . . , H} = 0 (12)

The above process of differentiating old constraints to get new constraints stops after a finite number
of steps (since we have finite number of degrees of freedom to begin with). The constraints so obtained
generate a constraint ideal defined as the subalgebra of functions in phase space that vanish weakly
(onshell)

I = {f ∈ C∞(M)|f ≈ 0}

This ideal structure is mathematically very important as it allows us to define a quotient of algebra
of functions. Quotienting will be crucial to understanding BRST in the later sections.

Another key feature of many singular systems is the presence of arbitrary time dependent functions
in the solutions to the equation of motion. To see this, first note that the singular character of the
system allows one to modify the canonical Hamiltonian (H := piq̇

i − L) to an extended Hamiltonian
without affecting the equations of motion

Hext := H + ui(p, q)φi(p, q) (13)

where φi are constraints and ui(p, q) are corresponding Lagrange multipliers. These Lagrange multi-
pliers can be understood to be enforcing the constraints inside the action

Sext[p(t), q(t), u(t)] =

!
dt (pq̇ −Hext)

and at the same time making the Legendre transformation (q, q̇) → (p, q, u) invertible. The Lagrange
multipliers u turn out to be constrained as well. They satisfy the following system of consistency
equations

{φi, Hext} ≈ 0 =⇒ {φi, H}+ uj{φi,φj} ≈ 0 (14)

The most general solution to the above linear system will be a sum of a particular and the general
solution of the associated homogeneous system

uj = uj
part + uj

hom = uj
part + cavja (15)

where va is a solution to the homogeneous system

vja{φi,φj} ≈ 0 (16)
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Note the index i labels a generator of the constraint ideal while a labels a solution to the homogeneous
system. We are now ready to write down the equations of motion of the constrained system

ḟ ≈ {f,Hext} ≈ {f,H ′}+ ca{f,φa} (17)

φi ≈ 0 (18)

where H ′ = H + uj
partφj and φa = vjaφj . The ca in the above equation are the completely arbitrary

time-dependent functions that characterize the gauge symmetries of the system. While the physics of
such systems is unaffected by a particular choice of these functions, one can break some or all of the
gauge symmetries by fixing these functions (gauge fixing). In any case, gauge fixing can be thought
of as a choice of “reference frame”. We don’t completely gauge fix unless absolutely necessary - spoils
manifest symmetries, possible obstruction to global gauge etc.

Now that we have seen how gauge symmetries arise, we would like to characterize the constraints
in the constraint ideal that are responsible for them. It will turn out that not all constraints can
generate gauge transformations, only a subalgebra generated by so called first class constraints.

2.2 Generator of gauge transformations: first class constraints

In the previous section we found that constraints hit twice, once as constraints on phase-space coor-
dinates and next as constraints on Lagrange multipliers.

1. Constraints on phase-space coordinates (p, q): null space of Hess(L)ij + time derivatives
aka primary and secondary constraints. This is really then just the constraint ideal I.

2. Constraints on Lagrange multipliers u: null space of matrix of Possion bracket of con-
straints {φi,φj} or equivalently the null space of {φi, .} inside I. These new constraints capture
relations among constraints in the constraint ideal I.

We were also able to identify the latter as the one responsible for gauge symmetries. This observation
motivated Dirac to classify all phase-space functions based on their relationship with constraints when
taking Poisson brackets, leading to the notion of first class functions. First class functions are phase
space functions that commute weakly with all constraints. This means one can intuitively think of
them as “constraints among constraints”. Mathematically speaking, they are just functions in the
Poisson normalizer N(I) of the constraint ideal I [Kim93]

{N(I), I} ⊆ I.

We now make a few observations that help us better characterize the relationship between con-
straints and first class functions.

• First class functions in N(I) generate a Poisson subalgebra of C∞(M). This means it closes
under Lie bracket. This is a simple consequence of Jacobi identity

{{N(I), N(I)}, I} = −{{N(I), I}, N(I)}− {{I,N(I)}, N(I)} ≈ 0

• First class constraints generate the Poisson ideal I ′ = N(I) ∩ I of N(I).

{I ′, N(I)} ⊆ I ′

This follows from the previous property and the definition of N(I). These are relations among
constraints that also happen to belong to the constraint ideal I. We will often refer to I ′ as the
first class constraint algebra/ideal.

• We further note that Hext, H
′ and φa in (17) are all first class. The first two follow from (14)

while the third is just a restatement of (16).
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Figure 1: Relationship between constraint ideal I, Poisson normalizer N(I) and first class constraint
ideal I ′.

We thus conclude that φa ∈ I ′ are nothing but first class constraints that generate gauge trans-
formations in the second term of (17)

δgauge = ca{φa, .}

The arbitrary functions ca coming from the Lagrange multipliers correspond to gauge parameters
associated to the gauge transformation generated by these first class constraints.

We now turn to second class constraints, which are simply constraints that are not first class.
Thus a second class constraint f will not weakly commute with atleast one generating constraint in
the constraint ideal

∃ i such that {f,φi} ∕≈ 0

Failure to commute weakly means they don’t generate gauge transformations and are rather indicative
of inessential degrees of freedom. They come in conjugate pairs, and setting them to be weakly equal
to zero is equivalent to setting them to be strongly equal to zero. This was Dirac’s idea of killing
the second class constraint degrees of freedom and leads to the notion of Dirac bracket. The Dirac
bracket modifies the Poisson bracket so that it doesn’t generate flows due to second class constraints
(that can take one outside the constraint surface). One then quantizes the Dirac bracket instead of
the Poisson bracket.

We saw that constraints on Lagrange multipliers are encoded by the matrix of Poisson brackets of
a generating set of constraints Cij .

Cij = {φi,φj} =

*
0 0
0 Cαβ

+

such that Cαβ is antisymmetric and detCαβ ∕= 0. The split structure in Cij seprates the two classes of
constraints: zero block corresponding to first class constraints and the invertible (non-singular) block
corresponding to the second class constraints. Since an anti-symmetric matrix is invertible iff it is of
even size, we have that second class constraints are always even in number. The Dirac bracket itself
crucially depends on this invertibility

{f, g}DB = {f, g}− {f,φα}Cαβ{φβ , g}

The purpose of the second term above is to kill the effect of Poisson bracket in the φα directions.
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While Dirac bracket tells us how to deal with second class constraints, quantization of Dirac bracket
itself is challenging. This is because one is faced with the task of having to find operator representation
of the non-linear terms in the second factor above. One way around this is to not use Dirac bracket at
all and try to lift second class to first class. The idea is to view second class constraints as first class
in a larger gauge theory. This approach is referred to as the BFF embedding/conversion [BFF89].
The second class constraints are expanded in the extra gauge degrees of freedom whose number match
the number of second class constraints. Then the second class constraints can be abelianized in the
extended phase space and hence converted into first class.

If one views ordinary (unconstrained) dynamics as trajectories on a manifold, it is interesting to
ask what “trajectories” look like for constrained dynamics on a manifold. The next section is devoted
to characterizing the geometry of constrained dynamics. As a bonus, we will eventually be led to an
extremely intuitive way to think about classical BRST.

2.3 Geometry of constraint surface: null foliation of characteristic distri-
bution

For constrained systems, phase space dynamics is restricted to only a portion of the full phase space
M where constraints I are satisfied. We call the zero set of all constraints (first class + second class)
the constraint surface/submanifold (provided zero is a regular value).

M0 = Z(I)

As we discussed before, first class constraints beget gauge symmetries. How do they manifest geomet-
rically? The answer is foliation by null surfaces [HT92].

Firstly, Hamiltonian vector fields corresponding to first class functions are always along the con-
straint surface (and hence restrict to M0). This is because as derivations they preserve the constraint
ideal I.

Xf (I) = {f, I} ⊆ I, f ∈ N(I)

where Xf is the Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to the phase-space function f . Furthermore,
first class constraints generate a Poisson ideal I ′ of N(I) and hence the corresponding Hamiltonian
vector fields also restrict to M0 and form a Lie algebra. In fact we have a Lie algebra homomorphism
between the first class constraint ideal I ′ and the corresponding Hamiltonian vector fields

[Xf , Xg] = X{f,g}, f, g ∈ I ′

This closure property implies involutivity of the distribution spanned by the Hamiltonian vector fields
corresponding to the first class constraints. By Frobenius integrablity theorem, we have foliation by
maximal integral submanifolds. The dimension of a leaf is same as the number of independent first
class constraints. Secondly, the “null” property of these leaves is the fact that the symplectic 2-form
is completely degenerate on the tangent space of these leaves.

ω(Xf , Xg) = {f, g} ≈ 0, f, g ∈ I ′

In short we have an involutive distribution D(I ′) associated to the first class constraint algebra that
is null over M0 called the characteristic distribution.

D(I ′) = TM0 ∩ TM⊥
0

where by ⊥ we mean symplectic complement. TM0 is spanned by Hamiltonian vector fields due to
N(I), while Hamiltonian vector fields due to I lie in the symplectic complement TM⊥

0 . We should
point two extreme cases that often occur in practice viz. if all constraints are first class or if all are
second class.
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• In the special case where I ⊆ N(I) ⇐⇒ I ′ = I i.e. all constraints are first class, we say that a
first class constraint surface M0 is a coisotropic submanifold of the ambient symplectic manifold.
Coisotropic refers to the fact that {I, I} ⊆ I ⇐⇒ TM⊥

0 ⊆ TM0. The process of reduction of
phase space of such systems is called coisotropic reduction.

• When all constraints are second class, the pullback of the symplectic 2-form to the constraint
manifold ω|M0 = i∗ω is non-degenerate and the null distribution D(I ′) = 0. Hamiltonian flow
due to constraints are transverse to TM0. The constraint surface M0 is then a symplectic
submanifold. The first class constraint algebra is I ′ = I2 since di|M0

= 0 for all i ∈ I ′. The
corresponding reduction of phase space is called symplectic reduction.

We are now ready to describe the two step process of reduction that takes us to the reduced phase
space. Geometrically speaking, this allows one to pass from the original Poisson manifold M to the
constraint submanifold M0 and finally to the leaf space orbifold ,M .

1. Restriction to the constraint surface : both first class & second class constraints are used

M → M0 = Z(M)

2. Quotienting out leaves of null foliation : only first class constraints are used

M0 → ,M, T ,M ∼=
TM0

D(I ′)

Putting them together

M//G := Z(M)/G Poisson manifold reduction

where G = exp(Ham(I ′)) is the group of Hamiltonian flows generated by the first class constraints
aka the gauge group.

The above geometric procedure implementing restriction+quotient is at the heart of reduction of
constrained systems including gauge systems. This geometric picture also strongly suggests a dual
homological interpretation aka classical BRST that will be called discussed next.

2.4 Classical BRST: algebraic analogue of phase-space reduction

It turns out the BRST symmetry that was discovered in the quantum world, has a classical incarnation
as explained beautifully in [FO90, FOK91, Kim93, FO06]. We will sketch how Poisson manifold
reduction can be equivalently described as a reduction of the corresponding Poisson algebra. We will
also comment on how this point of view affords an extremely useful generalization.

The algebraic (Gelfand) dual of a manifold M is the space of functions on it encoded by the
structure sheaf OM . Instead of focussing on how the manifold gets reduced, we turn to the reduction
of algebra of functions on it aka classical observables. Given the algebra of observables C∞(M) on M
and a vanishing constraint ideal I, one wants to perform the following two back-to-back quotients on
the algebra of functions:

1. Restriction to constraint surface M0

C∞(M) → C∞(M0) ∼=
C∞(M)

I

The above isomorphism is because functions on M0 can be identified as long as they differ by
functions vanishing on M0.
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2. Restriction to leaf space ,M

C∞(M0) → C∞(,M) ∼=
N(I ′, I)

I
∼=

N(I)

I ′

where N(I ′, I) = {f ∈ C∞(M)|{f, I ′} ⊆ I} is the normalizer relative to the first class constraint
ideal I ′ and the constraint ideal I [Kim93].

The first isomorphism above is because of the fact that functions on ,M correspond to functions
on M that are constant along leaves or equivalently {f, I ′} ⊆ I ( {I ′, .} correspond to derivations
tangent to the leaves). To prove the second isomorphism requires some work [Kim93].

This algebraic formulation is quite powerful as it continues to make sense even if the geometry is
singular. Instead of talking about reduction of Poisson manifold M , one talks about the reduction of
Poisson algebra P by some constraint Poisson ideal J [Kim93].

P//J :=
N(J)

J ′ Poisson algebra reduction

where J ′ = N(J) ∩ J and N(J) is the Poisson normalizer of J in P.
Now that we are in the algebraic realm, we can package the double quotient process as computation

of (co)homology. The process of reduction now get’s substituted by the construction of a super-Poisson
bicomplex whose zeroth degree cohomology contains all functions on the reduced phase-space. The
two parts of the bicomplex are

• Koszul-Tate complex - implements restriction via (projective) resolution of C∞(M0) to the com-
plex Λg⊗C∞(M) of ghost momenta (sometimes also called anti-ghosts) and phase space func-
tions. g stands for the Lie algebra of the Hamiltonian vector fields due to first class constraints.
It is negatively graded.

• Chevalley-Eilenberg complex - implements quotient down to the leaf space algebra C∞(,M) via
Lie algebra cohomology of the bicomplex (Λg ⊗ C∞(M)) ⊗ Λg∗ of Koszul-Tate complex and
ghost algebra. It is positively graded.

In the next few sections we explain the role of the bicomplex in a bit more detail.

2.4.1 Koszul-Tate (KT) dg algebra: K = (Λ·g⊗ C∞(M), δ)

The purpose of this differential-graded (dg) algebra is to ultimately help reduce phase-space functions
by constraints in constraints ideal I. But what is crucial is the choice of generating set of constraints.
We want the generating set to be be a regular sequence i.e. the generators must be independent of
each other. This clean separation of constraints into independent ones is technically referred to as
resolution aka unquotienting.

We already know that first class constraints form a Poisson subalgebra that can thought of as a
Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields (or Poisson derivations) g, in which case picking a generating
set is quite easy. However, if there are second class constraints in addition to first class the constraint
algebra is not a Lie algebra and we do not have a canonical choice of free generating set. We have to
then resolve C∞(M0) to some free C∞(M) module step by step. The coarsest resolution of C∞(M0)
is of course the quotient of C∞(M) by the vanishing ideal of constraints I. However, I itself might
not be freely generated i.e. there could be relations among its generators. So we have to resolve these
relations until there are no more relations between relations. This process yields an “almost” acyclic
sequence.

. . . Λ2g⊗ C∞(M) g⊗ C∞(M) C∞(M) 0δ δ δ
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The action of the Koszul differential δ is quite straightforward. It annihilates phase space coordi-
nates and pairs constraint generators with constraint functions.

• On phase-space coordinates zi: δ(zi) = 0. This ensures (Ker δ)0 = C∞(M), where the subscript
0 indicates 0 ghost number.

• On constraint generators aka ghost momenta bi: δ(bi) = −φi, where φi is the corresponding first
class constraint. This ensures (Im δ)0 = I.

The homology of the Koszul complex is then by construction concentrated only at degree 0 [HT92].

Hp(K
·) ∼=

-
C∞(M)

I
∼= C∞(M0), p = 0

0, otherwise

2.4.2 Chevalley-Eilenberg (CE) dg algebra: C = (K ⊗ Λ·g∗, d)

This dg algebra is responsible for modding out gauge orbits. The gauge symmetries are generated
by Hamiltonian vector fields corresponding to the first class constraints. The dual to these vector
fields are “vertical” 1-forms that are non-zero only along gauge orbits. These act as “ghosts” in
the extended phase space as they represent non-physical degrees of freedom with opposite statistics.
Although the exterior algebra of these 1-forms together with the exterior derivative is the simplest
possible Chevalley-Eilenberg dg algebra, we can pass to a larger complex by tensoring it with a Koszul-
Tate module K. This means that the complex now contains vector fields ∈ g and their dual 1-forms
∈ g∗ as well phase-space functions ∈ C∞(M).

What about the action of the differential operator for CE dg algebra? Let Xi and αi be canonical
dual bases for g and g∗ respectively. Using the two natural operations on Λg∗ viz.

• contraction with vector: ι(X)α = α(X)

• wedge with 1-form: ε(α)ω = α ∧ ω

we can construct the CE differential operator [FO06]

d = ε(αi)ρ(Xi)−
1

2
ε(αi)ε(αj)ι([Xi, Xj ]),

where ρ corresponds to the action of Lie algebra on the Koszul-Tate module. We define the ghost and
ghost momenta to be the image of the canonical basis under the two operations: ci = ε(αi) are the
ghosts and bi = ι(Xi) are the ghost momenta. This leads to the familiar looking formula for the CE
differential in the simplest case where constraints close according to a group

d = ciρ(Xi)−
1

2
fk
ijc

icjbk, (19)

where fk
ij are structure constants in [Xi, Xj ] = fk

ijXk. It is no surprise we first encountered an operator
of this kind when discussing Yang-Mills gauge theory in the introduction. The CE differential operator
is getting us pretty close to the final BRST operator, all we need to do now is to combine d and δ.

2.4.3 BRST complex: C = (C,D)

For the BRST bicomplex, we expose the positive and negative grading of the ghost and ghost momenta
pieces in the CE dg algebra, Cp,q = Λqg ⊗ C∞(M) ⊗ Λ∗pg. The total degree (ghost number) of the
complex is then given by sum of the positive and negative gradings, n = p − q. Thus degree n term
of the complex is

Cn = ⊕p−q=nC
p,q.
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The two differentials anticommute and we now compute the cohomology of the bicomplex wrt the
total differential

D = d+ (−1)pδ.

Note that the sign factor in front of δ is to ensure nilpotency of D. Finally, the cohomology wrt to
the total differential is equivalent to CE Lie algebra cohomology with coefficients in the Koszul-Tate
module. More precisely, one can show [FO90] that in degree n the cohomology of the total complex
wrt D is just a tensor product

Hn(C) ∼= Hn(g)⊗ C∞(,M)

from which we set n = 0 to recover the 0 ghost number cohomology

H0(C) ∼= C∞(,M)

This proves reduction down to the leaf space ,M starting from M when taking zeroth cohomology.

2.4.4 The (super) extended phase space and BRST charge: (Mext,Ω)

The BRST complex consists of phase space functions, ghosts and ghost momenta. There are exactly
as many ghosts as there are ghost momenta (this is probably only true for coisotropic reduction),
which suggests that one should declare ghost and ghost momenta to be conjugate to each other i.e.
to extend the bracket structure of the original phase M space to include ghosts ci ∈ g∗ and ghost
momenta bi ∈ g. For bosonic phase space, ghosts are anticommuting Grassmann variables. In general,
we have graded Poisson brackets between ghosts and antighosts (bi, c

i) associated to constraints φi

{bi, cj} = −(−1)(εi+1)(εj+1){cj , bi} = −δji .

where εi is the Grassmann parity of the constraint function φi.
The algebra of superfunctions on the extended phase space Mext that are polynomial in ci and

bi is the tensor product algebra C[bi]⊗ C∞(M)⊗ C[ci]. The BRST charge Ω is the generator of the
BRST transformation/derivation i.e. D = {Ω, .}. Following (19), it is an odd superfunction that is a
sum of an antighost number 0 term and and an anti-ghost number 1 term

Ω = ciφi −
1

2
f i
jkc

jckbi. (20)

The antighost number 0 term is a linear span of first class functions φi, while the antighost number 1
term is needed to kill the square of the first term cicj{φi,φj} in the Poisson bracket of Ω with itself.

This concludes our discussion of classical BRST starting from constraints. We are now ready to
discuss quantization. But before that, let’s quickly summarize the important ingredients that went
into understanding classical BRST.

Physics Geometry Algebra

phase space symplectic manifoldM C∞(M)
constraints constraint submanifold

M0

vanishing ideal I

gauge symmetries Hamiltonian vector
fields due to first class
constraints

ghosts in CE dg algebra

reduction to physical DOF Poisson reduction to
,M

zeroth cohomology of BRST complex
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2.5 Quantum BRST

Constrained systems and gauge systems in particular abound in nature. However, their reduction
destroys properties of description of physical systems we love like manifest covariance, locality, gauge
invariance etc. At the same time, physics is ultimately gauge independent and one needs to gauge
fix and perform concrete computations. This philosophy of postponing reduction as much as possible
is where BRST shines. This is even more useful during quantization as there aren’t good tools to
perform quantization of reduced systems.

The two most popular ways of doing quantum BRST are

1. Lagrangian BV - this is the souped up version of the Faddeev-Popov path integral quantiza-
tion where constraints don’t necessarily close as a Lie algebra (structure constants replaced by
structure functions). The BRST symmetry is a symmetry of the action possibly upto equation
of motion terms in the most general case. This means that unlike Hamiltonian BRST, off-shell
nilpotency is not guaranteed.

2. Hamiltonian BFV - this is the canonical/operator based approach to quantize classical gauge
systems. The manifestation of the BRST symmetry is a nilpotent BRST operator whose zero
ghost-number cohomology picks out the physical Hilbert space.

Since we will focus of Yang-Mills theory in this report, we will not need the full power of BV. We
have already explained Faddeev-Popov in the introduction, so we will now turn to BFV.

2.5.1 BFV-BRST quantization

BFV refers to the canonical/operator based quantization of gauge theories that was developed by
Batalin, Fradkin, Fradkina and Vilkovisky in the 1970s [FV75, FF78, BV77]. It relies on the-
Hamiltonian/phase-space formulation of classical systems. It generalizes Dirac’s simple quantization
scheme to the case where there are gauge symmetries. There are powerful generalizations of this
approach to second-class constraints aka BFF [BFF89] as well as non-trivial curved backgrounds
[BFF90, FL94]. Following [FL94], we outline the key steps in this approach

1. Extension of phase space to super-phase space: Our original phase space M consisting of position
and momenta (qi, pi) has non-physical degrees of freedom. To cancel them, we add anticommut-
ing Grassmann pairs of ghost and ghost momenta (cα,Pα) corresponding to every independent
first class constraint φα. This is so called the minimal extension. However, one can extend it
further by including Lagrange multipliers, corresponding non-propagating momenta (λα,πα) as
well as anti-ghosts and their momenta (Pα, c̄α). This is known as the non-minimal extension. It
is a cohomologically trivial extension that may be useful to preserve some manifest symmetries
of the system.

2. Promotion to quantum operators and a natural grading : We next promote all the phase space
variables to quantum operators while Poisson brackets become quantum commutator or anti-
commutator depending on the Grassmann parity. Furthermore, we define a Hermitian ghost
number operator Ĝ whose eigenvalue counts the difference between the number of ghosts and
anti-ghosts. With the ghost number, we have a natural grading on the expansion of the quantum
observables in powers of ghosts and anti-ghosts. The ghost number zero piece corresponds to
the physical sector.

3. Construction of the BRST operator : We next look for a nilpotent, ghost number one operator Ω̂
in the space of quantum observables. This is solved order by order in an expansion in powers of
ghosts and anti-ghosts. This operator knows about all the gauge symmetries of the system and
all gauge-equivalent classes of operators and states are organized by it’s cohomology classes.

13



4. Operator Cohomology : To compute the operator cohomology (observables) in the space of quan-

tum operators, we consider the adjoint action
.
Ω̂, .

/
of the BRST operator Ω̂. Then the coho-

mology is the quotient

H(Ω̂,Fext(!)) =
Ker(ad Ω̂)

Im(ad Ω̂)

where Fext(!) is the algebra of quantum operators built on top of the extended phase space.
The physical gauge-invariant observables correspond to the zero ghost number cohomology.

5. State Cohomology : Given some representation of Fext(!) by operators in the Hilbert space Rext,
we can compute the corresponding state cohomology

H(Ω̂,Rext) =
Ker(Ω̂)

Im(Ω̂)

whose zero ghost number states correspond to physical gauge-invariant states.

In the next section, we will illustrate the two quantization procedures through examples: the
relativistic particle using BFV and Yang-Mills using Faddeev-Popov.

2.6 Examples

2.6.1 Relativistic particle

A free relativistic particle with rest mass m is constrained by the energy-momentum conservation law
p2 = −m2. We will start from first principles action formulation, identify constraints and construct
the extended action. We will thereafter discuss the BRST symmetry and use it to extract physical
states. The discussion on constraints and quantum BRST will be based on [Pol98].

The dynamics of a relativistic point particle is obtained by extremizing the following action that
computes the geodesic arc length

S[x(τ)] = −m

! 0
−gµν(x)ẋµẋνdτ = −m

! 1
−ẋµẋµdτ.

Constraint Analysis

We begin the constraint analysis by first calculating the momenta

pµ =
∂L

∂ẋµ
=

mẋµ√
−ẋν ẋν

,

which turn out to satisfy the first class constraint φ = pµpµ + m2 ≡ 0 as expected. It then follows
that the canonical Hamiltonian is trivial H = pµẋ

µ −L = 0, implying frozen physical dynamics. This
is typical of gauge theories. Following Dirac, we then promote H to the extended Hamiltonian HE

which allows dynamics along gauge orbits

HE =
e

2
φ =

e

2
(p2 +m2),

where e is some Lagrange multiplier. The role of e is to simply parameterize the gauge freedom. To
pass to the extended action, we now have to Legendre transform back. By Hamilton’s equation, we
can express the momenta in terms of “normalized” velocities

ẋµ =
∂HE

∂pµ
= epµ =⇒ pµ =

ẋµ

e
.

The extended action then reads

14



SE [e(τ), x(τ)] =

! #
pµẋ

µ − e

2
(p2 +m2)

$
dτ =

!
1

2

*
ẋµẋµ

e
− em2

+
dτ.

The above form of the action we just derived is what Polchinski writes down in [Pol98]. We have
already commented on the role of e, but there is a nice geometric interpretation as well. Looking at
it’s equation of motion

e2 = − ẋµẋµ

m2
,

we see that e behaves as an einbein i.e. it is the square root of some worldline metric. While the
worldline metric does not dictate the physical dynamics, it captures the gauge redundancy associ-
ated to parameterizing wordline trajectories. The gauge invariance is then precisely the worldline
reparameterisation invariance.

Classical BRST

We extend the phase space by adding conjugate ghost and ghost momentum (c,P) corresponding
to the first class constraint φ. They are conjugate Grassmann odd variables with Poisson bracket

{c,P} = −1.

Since there is only one first class constraint, the BRST generator Ω is

Ω = cφ

We should note that Ω is indeed nilpotent, the super Poisson bracket {Ω,Ω} = 0 as φ commutes with
c and {c, c} = 0. We now wish to find observables that live in the cohomology of Ω. Any observable
is a superfunction

f = f(q, p, b, c) = f0(q, p) + Pf1(q, p) + cf2(q, p) + Pcf3(q, p).

The action of Ω on f is

Ωf = {Ω, f} = c{φ, f0}− φf1 + cP{φ, f1}− cφf3 (21)

So states in the kernel must have f1 = 0, {φ,f0} = φf3 =⇒ f0 = φf̃0, f3 = {φ, f̃0}. Thus a generic
element in the kernel looks like

f = φf̃0 + cf2 + Pc{φ, f̃0} (22)

Combining (22) and (21), we compute cohomology (in all possible degrees)

H(Ω) =
(φ.⊕ Pc{φ, .})C∞(M)⊕ cC∞(M)

(φ.⊕ Pc{φ, .})C∞(M) + c({φ, C∞(M)}+ φC∞(M))
≈ c

C∞(M)

(φ, {φ, .}) ≈ c
C∞(M0)

{φ, .} ≈ cC∞(,M)

(23)
Thus we find that there is non-trivial cohomology only at ghost number 1. It is nice to see the double
quotient at action in this example, observables on the original symplectic manifold M are first hit by
the constraint φ reducing it to the constraint submanifold M0. This is followed by another quotient
by Poisson derivation of the same constraint, reducing the physical system down to the leaf space ,M .

Quantum BRST

The quantum analysis is almost identical to the classical counterpart (only phase space variables are
additionally promoted to operators). So we now wish to focus on physical states in the Hilbert space
(state cohomology). There are two steps: labelling states in the Hilbert space via some irreducible
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representation and then looking for states that belong the cohomology of the quantum BRST charge
Ω̂.

Since the (p̂, q̂) commute with ĉ we can treat the physical and the ghost representations indepen-
dently. The physical states are labelled by 4-momenta kµ while the ghost states are labelled by spin
↑ and ↓. The complete set of states in total is then labelled by |↑, k〉 , |↓, k〉 which are determined in

terms of representation of the p̂µ and b̂, P̂ operators.

p̂µ |↑, k〉 = kµ |↑, k〉 , p̂µ |↓, k〉 = kµ |↓, k〉
P̂ |↑, k〉 = − |↓, k〉 , P̂ |↓, k〉 = 0

ĉ |↑, k〉 = 0, ĉ |↓, k〉 = |↑, k〉

The action of the BRST charge is

Ω̂ |↓, k〉 =
2
k2 +m2

3
|↑, k〉 , Ω̂ |↑, k〉 = 0

So kernel of Ω̂ is spanned by |↑, k〉 for any k and |↓, k〉 for k that satisfy k2 +m2 = 0. We also find
that |↑, k〉 = Ω̂( 1

k2+m2 |↓, k〉) provided k2 +m2 ∕= 0. Thus the cohomology is

H(Ω̂) =
Ker

Im
= {ψ ∈ span(|↑, k〉 , |↓, k〉)|k2 +m2 = 0}

We further note that
〈phy|↑, k〉 = δ(k2 +m2)

where |phy〉 is any physical state in the cohomology. Since k2 +m2 = 0 is a hypersurface of measure
zero, |↑, k〉’s existence is kinematically improbable. We conclude

Hphy(Ω̂) = {|↓, k〉 |k2 +m2 = 0} (24)

Comparing (23) and (24), we see that the answers are consistent.

2.6.2 Yang-Mills gauge theory

We have discussed key ideas behind (Faddeev-Popov) BRST quantization of non-abelian gauge theory
in the introduction (1). Here we look at constraints and explicitly compute the Faddeev-Popov
determinant factor. Note that the Maxwell theory is a special case of Yang-Mills when the gauge
group is the abelian group U(1). In Maxwell theory, the ghosts end up decoupling from the gauge
bosons and the Faddeev-Popov determinant is just a numerical constant.

Constraint Analysis

The Yang-Mills action is the trace (in adjoint rep) of the square of gauge-covariant curvature
2-form

S[Aa
µ] = −1

4

!
d4x F a

µνF
µν
a

where F a
µν = ∂µA

a
ν − ∂νA

a
µ + gfa

bcA
b
µA

c
ν and fa

bc are structure constants of a compact Lie group G.
Also we will adopt the mostly positive signature (−1, 1, 1, 1). The action is gauge invariant under the
transformation

δAa
µ = Dµε

a = ∂µε
a + gfa

bcε
bAc

µ.

We can count the number of physical degrees of freedom per space time point as the difference between
the number of components of the gauge field and twice the number of independent gauge parameters

d|G|− 2|G| = |G|(d− 2).
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So in 4 dimensions we have 2|G| degrees of freedom. They correspond to the two transverse polarization
states per generator of gauge group. For Maxwell theory with G = U(1), one recovers the two
transverse photon polarization states while for strong interaction with G = SU(3), one obtains 16
gluon polarization states. Next, we compute the field momenta

π0
a =

∂L
∂(∂0Aa

0)
= 0, πi

a =
∂L

∂(∂0Aa
i )

= F i0
a = Ei

a

We see that there are |G| primary constraints corresponding to the vanishing temporal components

φ1
a ≡ π0

a ≈ 0

The canonical Hamiltonian reads

HC =

!
d3x

4
πi
a∂0A

a
i +

1

4
F a
µνF

µν
a

5
=

!
d3x

4
πi
a(F

a
0i +DiA

a
0) +

1

2
F a
0iF

0i
a +

1

4
F a
ijF

ij
a

5

=

!
d3x

4
−Aa

0(Diπ
i
a) +

1

2

*
.π2 +

1

2
F a
ijF

ij
a

+5

=

!
d3x

4
−Aa

0( .D. .Ea) +
1

2

#
.E2 + .B2

$5

where .D. .Ea = .∇. .Ea + gfa
bc
.Ab. .Ec, Ba

i = 1
2εijkF

ajk. In the second line above, we used integration
by parts to shift the gauge-covariant derivative from Aa

0 to πi
a. We see that the canonical Hamiltonian

effectively only depends on the spatial components of the .E and .B fields, and the temporal component
of the gauge field Aa

0 behaves as a Lagrange multiplier to the transversality condition aka Gauss law
.D. .Ea = 0. This is in fact a secondary constraint given by Poisson bracket of the primary constraints
with HC

φ2
a ≡ {HC ,φ

1
a} = −( .D. .Ea) ≈ 0

There are no more constraints as φ2
a commutes with HC . We can thus summarize the constraint

algebra

{φ1
a(.x),φ

2
b(.x

′)} = 0, {φ1
a(.x),φ

2
b(.x

′)} = 0

{φ2
a(.x),φ

2
b(.x

′)} = 0

{HC ,φ
1
a(.x)} = φ2

a(.x), {HC ,φ
2
a(.x)} = 0

Gauge-fixed path integral

In the introduction, we derived the general form of the gauge-fixing fermion necessary to correctly
gauge-fix the action for a gauge field. It is the integral of a ghost number −1 (antighost) expression
that is proportional to the gauge condition. To implement the general ξ-gauge, ∂µA

µ
a − ξ

2b = 0, we
then choose the gauge fixing fermion Ψ to be

Ψ =

!
d4x ic̄a

*
∂µA

aµ − ξ

2
ba
+

Using (9), we can compute the transformation due to the BRST charge Ω on Ψ as

δΩΨ =

!
d4x

*
−ba∂µA

aµ +
ξ

2
b2a − ic̄a∂

µDµc
a

+

We thus obtain the gauge-fixed Faddeev-Popov path-integral by adding the BRST-exact piece

Zgf =

!
[DAa

µDbaDc̄aDca] exp iStot
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where

Stot = S0 + δΩΨ =

! 4
−1

4
F a
µνF

aµν − ba

*
∂µAa

µ − ξ

2
ba
+
− ic̄a∂µD

µca
5

(25)

One can further integrate out the multiplier field ba, which amounts to performing a Gaussian integral,
resulting in the following standard form of the gauge-fixed path-integral

Zgf =

!
[DAa

µDc̄aDca] exp i

6!
−1

4
F a
µνF

aµν +
(∂µA

a)
2

2ξ
− ic̄a∂µD

µca

7
(26)

In the above path-integral, ξ = 0 corresponds to Lorentz gauge while ξ = 1 corresponds to Feynman
gauge. The Feynman gauge is generally used in the computation of Feynman diagrams in perturbation
theory.

From (26), we see that the Faddeev-Popov operator is ∂µD
µ which is Aµ

a dependent and hence
couples the gauge field with ghosts and anti-ghosts. This means that Feynman diagrams for scattering
processes involving gauge bosons and fermions must also account for ghost-ghost and gauge boson-
ghost interactions. For Maxwell theory however, the gauge-covariant derivative Dµ reduces to the
ordinary partial derivative ∂µ since structure constants are zero. This is the reason why ghosts
decouple in the abelian theory and can be integrated out.

Physical states in BRST cohomology

The main point of BRST is to cleanly separate the physical states from unphysical/null states. In
the case of Yang-Mills theories, we found that the states in physical Hilbert space must satisfy the first
class Gauss law constraint .D. .Ea = 0 . This transversality condition on the admissible polarization
states of the gauge boson is also implemented by BRST. Corresponding to every gauge generator,
longitudinal and temporal degrees of freedom of the gauge bosons turn out to be BRST exact (null
state) and hence die at the level of cohomology. That longitudinal and temporal degrees of freedom
are BRST exact can be easily seen from (9) (image of the anti-ghost). The lagrange multiplier ba
which is exact, encodes the unphysical temporal and longitudinal degrees of freedom. To see this, we
use (25) to obtain the classical equation of motion of ba

∂µAa
µ = ξba

which demonstrates exactness of all states with kµAa
µ ∕= 0. These are exactly the unphysical states

we wanted to get rid of, the ones with polarization along the momenta. Thus the BRST cohomology
correctly picks only those states that possess transverse helicity.

About a decade into the flurry of work where physicists studied and applied BRST quantization
to increasingly general theories, various group of mathematicians got interested in developing quan-
tization more rigorously. The result of their efforts was Kostant-Souriau’s geometric quantization
[Sni12] on one hand and generalization of the Wigner-Weyl-Moyal phase-space quantization to ar-
bitrary curved symplectic manifolds aka deformation quantization on the other hand. We will next
discuss deformation quantization and its geometric realization due to Fedosov.

3 Deformation Quantization

Deformation quantization is an observable first approach to quantization that was first formulated in
the 1980s [BFF+78a, BFF+78b, dWL83]. It is the process of formally deforming the commutative
Poisson algebra of functions on a symplectic (more generally Poisson) manifold into a non-commutative
one. By deformation, we really mean deforming the commutative product operation and consequently
the Poisson bracket. The three italized phrases are the defining properties that we will explain in
some detail below.
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Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold and Z = C∞(M)[[!]] be the linear space of formal power
series. Deformation quantization assigns a new non-commutative but associative product ∗ (star
product) to Z. A typical element in Z looks like

a(x, !) =
∞8

k=0

!kak(x)

where x are local coordinates on M .

1. Formal : Functions in the deformed algebra are formal power series in some deformation param-
eter !. Their convergence properties are typically ignored.

2. Deformation: The new product ∗ in the deformed algebra is such that the leading behavior is
commutative. So if

c(x, !) = a(x, !) ∗ b(x, !) =
∞8

k=0

!kck(x),

then the ∗ product at the leading order looks commutative i.e.

c0(x) = a0(x)b0(x)

3. Non-commutative: The star product also has to satisfy the correspondence principle, i.e. the
commutator wrt star product should agree with Poisson bracket at leading order in !

[a, b]∗ := a ∗ b− b ∗ a = i!{a0, b0}+ . . . , ∀ a, b ∈ Z

To perform deformation quantization one has to essentially come up with some non-commutative
star product that satisfies the axioms listed above. These structures can be constructed in many ways
but in this note we will focus on a geometric approach due to Fedosov [Fed94]. The key ingredient in
his construction is an abelian connection on a Weyl algebra bundle over the symplectic manifold. The
same also automatically proves that any symplectic manifold admits a deformation quantization. In
the case of more general Poisson manifolds (degenerate cousins of symplectic), Kontsevich famously
proved the formality theorem [Kon03] which in turn establishes the existence of their deformation
quantization.

The task in the upcoming sections will be to sketch how an abelian connection (curvature is central)
on a Weyl algebra bundle induces a star product.

3.1 Formal Weyl Algebra Bundle

Firstly, Weyl algebra is just a quotient of the universal enveloping algebra of the Heisenberg algebra
where one sets the central element of the Heisenberg algebra (viz. [q̂, p̂]) to be the unit of the universal
enveloping algebra. One can think of the Weyl algebra as a quantization of the symmetric algebra
of tangent vectors where the tensor product commutator of vectors is given by a symplectic form.
Elements in the Weyl alegbra are all possible polynomials built out of p̂, q̂ where [q̂, p̂] = 1.

Let us turn to the symplectic manifold M at hand. We want to come up with some Weyl algebra
that is defined pointwise in M and is induced by the underlying geometry. The (completed) symmetric
power of the cotangent bundle is a natural Weyl algebra bundle on M .

W! = Ŝ(T ∗M)[[!]]

Let x ∈ M be a point. A generic element of the fiber over x, Wx, is a formal power series in tangent
space coordinates yα and !

a(y, !) =
8

k,|α|≥0

!kak,αyα
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where y is a coordinate of the tangent space and we have used the multi-index notation

y = (y1, . . . , y2n) ∈ TxM

α = (α1, . . . ,α2n)

yα = (y1)α1 . . . (y1)α2n

Thus sections of the bundle are functions of both points on the manifold and on the local tangent
space

a = a(x, y, h) =
8

k,|α|≥0

!kakα(x)yα

The space of sections Γ(W!) forms a graded (conventionally one sets deg ! = 2, deg y = l for y ∈
Sl(T ∗M)) associative algebra wrt fiberwise multiplication. But that’s not all. There is a natural non-
commutative product on them as well. This is the Moyal product ◦ defined in terms of the underlying
symplectic structure ω

a ◦ b =exp

*
− i!

2
ωij(x)

∂

∂yi
∂

∂zj

+
a(y)b(z)

99999
z=y

=

∞8

k=0

*
i!
2

+k

ωi1j1ωi2j2 . . .ωikjk
∂ka

∂yi1 . . . ∂yik
∂kb

∂yj1 . . . ∂yjk

Note that the Moyal product is itself a non-commutative product and is indeed the star product for
flat symplectic manifolds. What we are looking for is the curved generalization, whose construction
will need some more work.

The formal Weyl bundle we have constructed is quite nice. It knows about local star products, but
doesn’t have any global information. The goal is to then to pull back this geometric non-commutative
structure (local star product) from functions on the tangent directions to functions (formal power
series) on M . To do this pullback, we now need a notion of parallel section of the Weyl bundle. This
motivates the need for a connection which will be called the Fedosov connection.

3.2 Fedosov connection

A connection defines a notion of “parallel”. Here we are looking to identify parallel sections of the
Weyl algebra bundle. This is so that we can map parallel sections of the Weyl bundle to formal power
series on M . A section of the Weyl algebra has an extra (prolonged) fiber degree of freedom that has
to be fixed so that it can be naturally identified with functions on M that only depend on the base.
Regarding the map, we will however go even further and demand an algebra isomorphism σ (symbol
map)

σ : (WD, ◦) → (Z, ∗)

where D is the Fedosov connection and WD ⊂ Γ(W ) is the subalgebra of parallel sections of the Weyl
algebra wrt D. Once the isomorphism is established, we will be able to define ∗ using ◦

a ∗ b = σ(σ−1(a) ◦ σ−1(b))

Now let’s turn to the structure of the Fedosov connection itself. It is a 1-form D valued in the
endomorphism algebra of the space of sections of the Weyl algebra bundle End(Γ(W ))

D = −δ + ∂ +

4
i

!
r, .

5
= ∂ +

4
i

!
(ωijy

idxj + r), .

5
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where δ is like an exterior derivative along the base (maniold) and interior product along the fiber, ∂ is
a fixed symplectic connection on the manifold and r ∈ W3 ⊗Λ1 is a globally defined 1-form satisfying
Weyl normalizing condition r0 = 0.

The above connection has two remarkable properties

• Existence: The only piece in the definition of D that is non-trivial is the the global 1-form r.
Using arguments along the lines of homological perturbation theory, Fedosov is able to show
that such an r uniquely exists in the kernel of δ−1. This in turn proves the existence of the
connection D.

• Abelian: The curvature of D is central meaning it is proportional to the identity endomorphism.
This means (D − some central term) is flat. Flat connections are important in quantization as
they ensure that quantum evolution of states happens in a path independent way. The other
reason we like flat connection is because they behave like a BRST charge and hence allows us
to encode gauge symmetries in a homological way.

Fedosov-like deformation quantization can also be done in odd dimensional symplectic manifolds like
contact manifolds. In the odd setting of contact manifolds, the abelian Fedosov connection is replaced
by a flat connection whose leading abelian piece is the contact 1-form. This has been shown recently
in [HW18, CHW21].
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